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ABSTRACT
There is no aimed fishery for guitar fish in India, but these are mainly caught as bycatch of bottom set gill net and
trawl fisheries. Batoids, particularly rays and guitar fish occupies more than 50% of the total elasmobranch landings in
India. Basically there is no study on diversity and taxonomy of skates in India. In the present study Smooth back Guitar
fish,Rhinobatos lionotus recorded as a first report in Pondicherry coastal waters.
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Introduction
Batoids, particularly rays and guitar fishes, form a
major part of the elasmo branch fishery along the Indian
coast. They are easily well-known by their flattened
bodies, enlarged pectoral fins which are bonded to the
head, and ventrally positioned gill slits. Although there is
no targeted fishery for batoids in India, they are commonly
caught as by-catch, particularly in trawl fishing. Batoids
hold more than 50% of the total elasmo branch landings
in India. Six species of batoids are protected in India
under the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. These
consist of two species of rays, one species of guitar fish
and three species of rays. With growing global concern
over decreasing elasmo branch populations, proper
documentation of exploited species and their identification
become essential. Guitar fishes are mainly landed along
the Kerala coast, Gulf of Mannar and Chennai Kasimedu
fish landing centre as a bycatchin commercial fishing

activities like trawling and gill netting, as well as in artisanal
gears. The present study documented the Smoothback
Guitar fish,Rhinobatos lionotus as a first record from
Pondicherry coastal waters.

Materials and Methods
Puducherry region is situated on the Coromandal
coast between 11° 45’ and 12°03’N latitudes and 79°37’
and 79°53’E longitudes with an area of 293 km2 and the
coastal shore line area assessed 24 km.The present
study was carried out for a period of 18 months from
November 2019 to April 2021 in Nallavadu fish landing
centre (11° 51' 32'’: 79° 48' 56'’NW 3543). On Feb 20th
2020 we have recorded the skate Rhinobatos lionotus in
the bycatch and measurement were taken in the spot
itself. Species identified using FAO sheets1 and CMFRI
special publication No.1325. Out of eighteen months only
one time Rhinobatos lionotus was recorded.
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Fig. 1 : The full view of Rhinobatos lionotus

Observation
A single specimen of the Smoothback Guitar fish,
Rhinobatos lionotus (Fig. 1) was recorded from the
Nallavadu fish landing center, Puducherry. It was landed
as by-catch from the boat operated at a depth of 70-90
m, at a distance of 15 kms. The guitar fish measured 763
mm in total length (TL), 225 mm in disc width (DW).

Results and Discussion
Systematics
Class : Elasmobranchii
Order : Rhinopristiformes
Family: Rhinobatidae
Genus: Rhinobatos

skin denticles, presumably on dorsal surface, which are
“smooth to the touch”.(ETY Project)9.
Common Name:Norman’s shovelnose ray, Smooth back
guitar fish.

Description
The snout is triangular in shape,with broad flattened
wedge shaped disc with strongly depressed trunk (Fig.2).
Thin disc, 1.2-1.4 times the width and presence of rostral
ridge.Anterior nasal flaps well formed into internasal space.
Eyes placed dorsally. Dorsal fins moderately separated
by 2.4-2.8 times first dorsal base length (Fig. 3). Body
greenish-brown, with numerous dark brown spots; dorsal
fin margins dusky posteriorly(Fig.D); ventral side white
colour8.

Species:Rhinobatos lionotus
Etymology: Rhinobatos: Gr, rhinos –nose, batis,-idos a ray, leios- smooth, notos- back, referring to minute

Fig. 2 : The Head region of Rhinobatos lionotus

Distribution
Workers3,4

reported the Rhinobatos lionotus

Fig. 3 : The tail region of R. lionotus
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(smooth back guitarfish) species from Pakistan coastal
waters. Researchers2,6 reported from their study that
the Rhinobatos lionotus is known from West Bengal to
Myanmar, upper Bay of Bengal (India) and Sri Lanka to
possibly Arabian Sea .

Discussion
The morphometric characteristic of the present
specimen matches with the FAO sheets and the CMFRI
special publication. Workers7 reported the stripenose
guitar fish, A. variegatus in Gulf of Mannar. Demersal
fishes contribute certain percentages in total fishery catch
from landing centres in Puducherry. Usually, the
elasmobranchs fetches good prices in Puducherry,
especially for larger specimen. R.lionotus locally called
as “Pulli thirukai” which means spotted ray.In the present
study Rhinobatos lionotus recorded in Nallavadu fish
landing centre, is a first report to Pondicherry coastal
water.
Fig. 4: The middle region of R. lionotus
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